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Migrating Unmanaged Applications to .NETSkillSoft Press, 2004
Learn about different types of migration and how to migrate Visual Basic 6.0, Visual C++, ASP, and ADO based applications to the .NET Framework.

The aim of the Migration Series from Skillsoft Press is to provide system administrators with a hands-on guide for migrating from one enterprise computing technology to...
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Physical Computing: Sensing and Controlling the Physical World with ComputersCourse Technology PTR, 2004
We believe that the computer revolution has left most of you behind. Steve Jobs had similar thoughts when he founded Apple Computer and set out to build “computers for the rest of us.” The idea was to enable people who were not computer experts—like artists, educators, and children—to take advantage of the power of...
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Object-Oriented Programming with Visual Basic .NETO'Reilly, 2002
This book is not a reference. That needs to be said right off the bat. It was written to be read cover to cover; it tells a story. It's an interwoven tale about object-oriented programming in the .NET world: building objects, moving them, and using them around the world. This is not just a how-to book; it's a why-to and a when-to...
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Introducing UNIX and Linux (Grassroots)Palgrave Macmillan, 2002
UNIX is an operating system which has seen substantial growth in its popularity over the last few years and is used by many universities and colleges, as well as in industry. Linux is a UNIX-like operating system for PCs which is freely available and has become a serious alternative to proprietary systems such as Windows. This book is a...
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The First Computers--History and Architectures (History of Computing)MIT Press, 2000
"A cohesive, well-defined discussion of the architecture of early computers."
  — Mary Croarken, Business History

"A well-balanced and fascinating perspective on a wide range of early computing devices."
  — Nathan Ensmenger, IEEE Spectrum...
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Social Computing: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and ApplicationsInformation Science Publishing, 2009

	Social Computing: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications uncovers the growing and expanding phenomenon of human behavior, social constructs, and communication in online environments. This multiple volume publication presents the latest research on social change, evolving networks, media, and interaction with technology to offer...
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Analyzing Computer Security: A Threat / Vulnerability / Countermeasure ApproachPrentice Hall, 2011

	
		“In this book, the authors adopt a refreshingly new approach to explaining the intricacies of the security and privacy challenge that is particularly well suited to today’s cybersecurity challenges. Their use of the threat–vulnerability–countermeasure paradigm combined with...
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PalmPilot: The Ultimate Guide: Mastering Palm Organizers from Pilot 1000 to Palm VIIO'Reilly, 2000

	
		3Com's PalmPilot is the world's bestselling hand-held computer platform. In three years, its 16 models from 5 different manufacturers have captured 80 percent of the palmtop market. About the size of a playing card, Palm devices are lightweight (under 6 ounces), offering two-month battery life, handwriting recognition,...
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Quantum Computing Solutions: Solving Real-World Problems Using Quantum Computing and AlgorithmsApress, 2020

	This chapter gives an overview of quantum solutions. You will

	see how quantum computing can be applied in real life. The

	problem and solutions are presented with the solution benefits.

	The solution benefits are automation, cost reduction and profit

	improvements, efficiency improvement, and defect reduction.

	The solutions...
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JavaTech, an Introduction to Scientific and Technical Computing with JavaCambridge University Press, 2005
Java is a serious language suitable for demanding applications in science and
engineering. Really, we promise! Java offers a lot more than just those little
applets in your Web browser.

In JavaTech we focus on how Java can perform useful tasks in technical computing.
These tasks might involve an animated simulation to...
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Building a Cisco Network for WIndows 2000Syngress Publishing, 2000
The release of Windows 2000 Server represents a major advance in the integration of Microsoft's and Cisco's network technologies. Windows 2000 provides an LDAP-compliant directory service called Active Directory. It is accessible over any TCP/IP based internetwork, including the Internet. As such, the Active Directory is the foundation of this...
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High Performance Computing on Vector Systems 2005: Proceedings of the High Performance Computing Center Stuttgart, March 2005Springer, 2006
In March 2005 about 40 scientists from Europe, Japan and the US came together the second time to discuss ways to achieve sustained performance on supercomputers in the range of Teraflops. The workshop held at the High Performance Computing Center Stuttgart (HLRS) was the second of this kind. The first one had been held in May 2004. At both...
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